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THIRTEEN’s Nature captures the 

magical seduction of birds of paradise in 
Birds of the Gods, January 23, 2010 on PBS 

See birds of paradise and watch episodes at pbs.org/nature 

 

Deep in the heart of New Guinea live unimaginably spectacular birds that exist nowhere else.  

When Europeans first saw these birds in the sixteenth century, they were so moved by their 

beauty they believed the birds must have fallen from heaven, naming them “birds of paradise.”  

Similarly, the indigenous people of New Guinea have always believed the birds to be sacred 

ancestors and powerful spirits.  They continue to treasure them and to collect their highly prized 

feathers for rituals and tribal ceremonies which reflect their mating displays.  For birds of 

paradise are not merely exotically beautiful, their mating displays are magical, and easily some of 

the most unique in the animal kingdom.  In some cases the appearance of the male birds is 

completely transformed as they dance, shake and buzz, in performances so bizarre and rarely 

seen they are considered the holy grail of scientists and wildlife filmmakers alike.  But what 

makes the birds exceptional and valuable also leaves them at risk.  Nature joins David 

Attenborough as he introduces two young New Guinean conservationists, Miriam Supuma and 

Paul Igag, as they set out on a grueling expedition to find and film these fascinating feathered 

dancers in Birds of the Gods, premiering Sunday, January 23 at 8 p.m. (ET) on PBS (check 

local listings).  After the broadcast, the program will be available for viewing at pbs.org/nature.    



Currently in its 29th Season, Nature is a production of THIRTEEN in association with 

WNET.ORG – one of America’s most prolific and respected public media providers. 

There are about 40 species of birds of paradise. They live mostly on New Guinea and 

neighboring islands.  Yet more than a hundred and fifty years after the first scientific observation 

of them, after innumerable expeditions and countless hours of scientific observation, we are still 

only catching glimpses of these heavenly creatures and know little about them.  Supuma and Igag 

hope to change that by documenting a number of the bird of paradise species, learning their 

secrets, and identifying bird populations that may need protection.  Villagers who once hunted 

the birds are recruited to record their numbers and work toward the possibility of protected 

reserves.  For the locals, a wildlife reserve can bring work and education, and saving the birds 

might in return help save their culture. 

Attenborough recalls his visit to island in the late 1950’s to capture a glimpse of the birds’ 

elusive dances.  He ended up with more footage of tribal dancers wearing bird feathers than of 

the birds themselves.  Interestingly, Supuma and her team rely on some of this footage as 

historical documentation for their research today, comparing the numbers of species used by 

men then and now.  Documenting existing ceremonial feathers and conserving them is a key 

component in conserving the birds themselves.  

The expedition is a mostly waiting game.  Supuma and Igag spend hours in makeshift 

shelters built near bird display areas, waiting patiently for a brief dance.  Nature’s cameras are 

there to capture the action when it happens.  Among the rare sightings is a Magnificent bird of 

paradise, a tiny jewel of a bird with blue feet, flaming colors, two long curved tail feathers and an 

emerald green heart-shaped breast.  It was Igag’s first time seeing the bird in 15 years of working 

in the forest.  Supuma spots the Lawe’s Parotia bird of paradise, a black bird crowned with wire-

like plumes and a shimmering pectoral plate of green and gold.  The male clears a space and 

waits for his audience of females to arrive, then rises up and creates a new costume from his 

feathers and begins dancing and hypnotically rocking his head back and forth.  The performance 

is mesmerizing and reminds Supuma of a traditional romantic ritual Papuans still engage in 

when choosing a suitor.  Other extraordinary displays include those of the Blue bird of paradise 

which hangs upside-down and makes throbbing buzzing noises while vibrating his extravagant 

blue tail; and the Superb bird of paradise, which morphs completely into a blue and black oval 

that bounces around and snaps his quills in rhythm to charm the ladies.   

Each bird of paradise species has its own unique and equally outrageous costume and 

presentation.  They are born exhibitionists who excel in their field.  Adorned with improbably 

vivid colors and outlandish accessories, they have been dancing to survive for thousands of years.  

With luck they will be strutting their stuff and winning the girls for many more years to come. 

Nature’s Birds of the Gods is a co-production of Tigress Productions Limited and 

THIRTEEN in association with British Broadcasting Corporation and WNET.ORG.  Produced 

and Directed by Harvey Jones.  Nature is a production of THIRTEEN in association with 

WNET.ORG for PBS.  Fred Kaufman is Executive Producer.  William Grant is Executive-in-

Charge.   



Nature pioneered a television genre that is now widely emulated in the broadcast industry.  

Throughout the series’ history, Nature has brought the natural world into the homes of millions 

of viewers.  The series has been consistently among the most-watched primetime series on public 

television.   

Nature has won nearly 600 honors from the television industry, the international wildlife 

film communities, and environmental organizations – including 10 Emmys, three Peabodys and 

the first award given to a television program by the Sierra Club.  In October of 2010, the series 

won the Christopher Parsons Outstanding Achievement Award, given to “an organization or 

individual that has made a globally significant contribution to wildlife filmmaking, conservation 

and/or the public’s understanding of the environment.”  The award, given by the Wildscreen 

Festival in Bristol, England, is one of the wildlife film industry’s highest honors.   

Pbs.org/nature, the award-winning web companion to Nature, features streaming episodes, 

teacher’s guides and more. 

Major corporate support for Nature is provided by Canon U.S.A., Inc.  Additional support is 

provided by the Lillian Goldman Charitable Trust, by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 

and by the nation’s public television stations.     

### 

About WNET.ORG 

New York public media company WNET.ORG is a pioneering provider of television and web content.  The parent of 

THIRTEEN, WLIW21 and Creative News Group, WNET.ORG brings such acclaimed broadcast series and websites as Need To 

Know, Nature, Great Performances, American Masters, Charlie Rose, Secrets of the Dead,  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly, 

Visions, Consuelo Mack WealthTrack, Miffy and Friends, Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps and Cyberchase to national and 

international audiences.  Through its wide range of channels and platforms, WNET.ORG serves the entire New York City metro 

area with unique local productions, broadcasts and innovative educational and cultural projects.  In all that it does, 

WNET.ORG pursues a single, overarching goal – to create media experiences of lasting significance for New York, America and 

the world.  For more information, visit www.wnet.org. 
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